SUMMER OF VIDA ‘21
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stay cool with this fresh mix of summer recipes

stay cool with this fresh mix of summer recipes

SUMMER of CEVICHE☺

SUMMER of CEVICHE☺

brightly marinated garden of vegetables 9
add + marinated shrimp* +6

brightly marinated garden of vegetables 9
add + marinated shrimp* +6

CAESAR TOSTITA SALAD☺

CAESAR TOSTITA SALAD☺

plant-based caesar on avocado tostitas with charred cauli,
vegan feta, pink onion, pepitas, cucumber & radish 9
add + chimichurri grilled shrimp* +6

plant-based caesar on avocado tostitas with charred cauli,
vegan feta, pink onion, pepitas, cucumber & radish 9
add + chimichurri grilled shrimp* +6

DIABLO TACOS☺

DIABLO TACOS☺

charred diablo cauliflower with vegan taco crema,
greens, pico salsa & pink onion 9 (2)
add + diablo grilled shrimp* +6

charred diablo cauliflower with vegan taco crema,
greens, pico salsa & pink onion 9 (2)
add + diablo grilled shrimp* +6

CHEF’S BRULÉE & BERRIES ☺

CHEF’S BRULÉE & BERRIES ☺

plant-based recipe with vanilla & fresh berries 9

plant-based recipe with vanilla & fresh berries 9

CHARRO & CHILL

CHARRO & CHILL

MOJITO MIST

MOJITO MIST

sparkling bubbles rum & mint 9

sparkling bubbles rum & mint 9

CABANA CAFÉCITO

CABANA CAFÉCITO

chilled coffee. coconut rum & nectar 10

chilled coffee. coconut rum & nectar 10

THE

DEL CHARRO

rocks. del bac whiskey. agave. prickly pear. citrus 13
LA PLAYA

ROSA

THE

DEL CHARRO

rocks. del bac whiskey. agave. prickly pear. citrus 13
LA PLAYA

ROSA

pink lemon. titos. prickly pear. citrus. mint. agave. 12

pink lemon. titos. prickly pear. citrus. mint. agave. 12

www.charrovida.com
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½ OFF MIMOSAS
ALL SUMMER LONG!*
Legend has it they were first made in Paris in 1925, and
another story says famed movie director Alfred Hitchcock
mixed ‘em up in San Fran in the 1940’s. Either way, mimosas
are iconic, and we hope you enjoy ours in a single glass or as a
bottle flight with your choice of nectar & bubbles:
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classic with fresh orange juice
superfruit high antioxidant berry mix
watermelon agua fresca nectar
prickly pear natural cactus nectar
grapefruit fresh grapefruit juice
mango tropical fruit nectar
cranberry not just for vodka anymore
SINGLE GLASS 9
BOTTLE FLIGHT 39*

classic with fresh orange juice
superfruit high antioxidant berry mix
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SINGLE GLASS 9
BOTTLE FLIGHT 39*

pick 3 flavors 2-4 persons

pick 3 flavors 2-4 persons

VEGAN MIMOSA FLIGHT

VEGAN MIMOSA FLIGHT

add for vegan bubbles +15*

add for vegan bubbles +15*
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*half off price shown. n/a half off for vegan bottle & n/a as single flute
Promotion valid 6/1 thru 8/1 No combining of offers or delivery
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